
 
 
 

PPBB--11  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  oorr  LLooccaall??  
((PPrroopphheett ii cc   BBoouunnddaarr iieess   --   PPaarr tt   11))   

  

  

AA  MMaajjoorr   IIssssuuee  ffoorr   PPrroopphheettss   

It appears that about nine out of ten local church pastors do not understand the operational 
difference between an international and a local prophet. Part of the problem is the misconception 
that assumes international prophets must wear large labels that announce who they are, or have 
large churches that reflect the size of the ministry. This is simply not the case, though in a world 
that equates influence with popularity or income it is an understandable mistake. Another 
variation to that problem is that a theoretical knowledge of what an international prophet does can 
bear little resemblance to any practical reality or understanding.  

When I refer to international prophetic ministry I am not referring to the way some pastors go on 
the popular junket tour of numerous churches that are willing to accept them, getting paid for 
various appearances and speaking engagements along the way. I’m sure those things are very 
enjoyable but it’s not what I am talking about. Those things are a pleasant relief where a local 
pastor effectively has an easy week and may ask for a similar return favor. They provide a little 
extra color for the local congregation but normally have very little long term effect. Unless you are 
very high profile like Billy Graham, the only people that turn up are church people that already 
know the good news, and are hopefully trying to make a difference in the world.  

What I am referring to is international prophetic ministry not just talking about it, preaching it, 
discussing it or even teaching about it, though there is precious little of that allowed in the church. 
I am referring to what happens when international prophets pray, plead, command, and 
intervene in the Spirit, for a city or nation.  

The need to indulge in regular extensive travel in order to have an effective prophetic ministry is a 
mystery to me. Like intercessors, any prophet worth his or her salt should be able to work from 
home most of the time! If a prophet requires close proximity to a place to be effective or accurate, 
that is a great disadvantage and probably says a lot about their prophetic ability. The more 
capability there is to work accurately with prayer, visions and dreams the less need for a prophet 
to visit any of the places in his or her care. It is possible to deal with all prophetic situations 
without actually being there physically. A prophet only requires a mission trip if God says so, to 
encourage people, for the purpose of teaching, or for establishing a church (and for a holiday!!!), 
most other things no matter how big, can be accomplished as part of a regular prayer routine. 

When overseas for seven years I was spoilt by having a local pastor that instinctively understood 
and respected the differences between an international and local prophet. However since then, I 
have only met a few that understand how to deal with an influential prophet when one was in their 
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congregation. Some make the right noises, but also the same old mistakes. It appears they don’t 
understand why you can’t discuss much of your ministry with them, because many secretly think 
you (and all in the congregation) should be spiritually submitted to them; they are uncomfortable 
with you in the congregation, and are not sure why you are there when you could be running a 
church of your own. In fact when it comes to prophets in general, if you really say what you see, 
or just say too much, there appears to be a divide between people who want you to stay and 
those that think you are too much trouble. Some of these and other curious problems are 
discussed below. 

  

Are there Local Prophets? 

YES! The natural progression is to start by learning what is required to be a prophet at a more 
local level for many years and prove yourself faithful (Acts 13 ... at Antioch). The prophetic 
ministry is like an apprenticeship (Kings – Elijah/Elisha); you must prove yourself faithful to 
operate in the power realm, and learn what is required. No shortcuts are acceptable here unless 
authorized by God; otherwise God will limit the authority available, so that even if you believe in 
promoting yourself and making your own audience you may not have much spiritual depth or 
power to offer. 

Of course a progression to an international prophet may never happen, there are no guarantees. 
The only thing I guarantee is that very few will become top level international prophets. Most 
people stay permanently at the local level. Quite a few just pretend they are big shots. Some will 
drop out for various reasons. Real progress is up to God. All I can tell you is that more 
international prophets are needed, but it appears few have the aptitude, and few can take the 
various life long pressures along the long journey without dropping out of the loop. 

If you are able to progress there comes a point when, if keep your heart is still open to God, 
opportunities will develop to branch out more and more. The consequence is that you start a 
paradigm shift, and slowly lose your local focus. This may gradually happen over 10 years or 
more. In the end you just know you are losing something you valued, but are gaining something 
more precious. Like a pearl of great price - the more you polish it the brighter it shines and the 
more beautiful it becomes. In the end the grief of loss and change along the way only sharpens 
the appreciation of what God is revealing. I do not recommend it, but the experience is very 
enlightening. It reveals many motivations of the heart - it sharpens perspective and raises 
discernment to a new level. It is hard to highlight the differences between International and local, 
but I hope this article will help.  

  

The Nature of Boundaries 

The nature of our boundaries and how these boundaries change is worth some thought, as they 
affect the way our ministry grows and operates. They certainly affect the way we relate to and 
work with each other. 

a.) Local Prophet 

• Local fellowship 
• Local church (town / area based) 
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b.) Issue Prophet 

• Interest Groups / Issues 

There are people called to speak God's thoughts about particular issues.  
Of course not all those that speak are prophets! 

c.) National or International Prophet 

• Nation Groups 

The primary way that prophetic ministry is allocated is by the map. God will introduce us to a 
nation by whatever means he chooses, then over some time (perhaps years) the images, words, 
challenges, visions, dreams, and frustrations begin to flow. The transition period of getting to 
know your nation(s) can be extremely disorientating even if is the one you live in.  

• People Groups 

Another more specific variation of the group above 

  

Differences and Issues 

1.  Focus 

International prophets often lose track of local issues. They just don't think about them much! It 
may appear to be a paradox, but when the focus is mainly overseas it requires a lot of extra effort 
to look and see what is happening down the road. They are easily distracted back to the 
international prophetic scene because it's where their heart is. This is one of the reasons that 
some international prophets don’t pastor a church themselves. 

  

2.  Responsibility 

An international prophetic ministry is not responsible for the ongoing health of a local church. The 
periodical guilt trips laid on those with international ministry about pulling their weight and 
accepting local responsibility are a frustrating and weird bad joke. Whether you believe it or not, 
the weight of consequence and responsibility on an international prophet is far greater and 
consumes much of their attention. 

  

3.  Fellowship 

A regular excuse to keep international types involved in the minutia of church life is (Heb 10:25) 
'Let us not give up meeting together...', and this is immediately linked to the mandatory necessity 
of ‘the fellowship of the saints’ -- or else they are not really saints!! However, I note that the 
person who wrote that verse had a mobile international ministry so perhaps; just maybe, it was 
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not intended to be as exclusive, as we always make out to be. I'm absolutely sure he was not 
confining himself to the life of a local church (and I note that he considered it possible to be in 
fellowship by the sending and receiving of letters). What I am trying to say here is that a local 
fellowship is not the only place to find meaningful fellowship. Of course I’m assuming that anyone 
using this line of argument is seriously trying to find it rather than avoid it. 

Note: If you are in a cheeky mood and feel like being contentious try asking 
everyone to take a look at 1John 1:3; then suggest that John clearly considered it 
possible to have fellowship with people without being in the same room or even the 
same city. A heated exchange of ideas is almost certain to follow. It is an excellent 
way to tease out the hard liners. 

(1Jn1:3) That which we have seen and heard declare we unto you, that ye also 
may have fellowship with us... 

(I.e. By the occasional letter, email (etc), and being of same mind, but obviously not 
by being present! I suggest you discuss the meaning of fellowship, highlighting the 
importance of being of the same mind, and how difficult it is to have fellowship with 
Christians that seem to disagree with the Bible. This clever ploy will need much 
subtly if you wish to seriously re-educate people on the true meaning of fellowship) 

  

4.  Church 

While we all need to be 'fed' and give out, the local church is not the only option.  

To be blunt - it's been a great many years since a local pastor has made me feel 'fed.' Since then 
it's been 95% give give give. Of course I’m more than happy to play my part in giving out, 
encouraging the saints, and have done so for a few decades now.  

I also have some sympathy for those that attend some of the churches I have been to, where the 
music was bad, making worship difficult, the sermon was normally very ordinary /boring, and as 
for the fellowship, it was really just gossip, so as far as I can see 'duty' would be the only reason 
for attendance. 

  

5.  Support 

Because a local pastor normally lacks the experience or discernment to assess an international 
prophetic ministry, it is rare for it to be adequately supported -- if at all. Although it appears a big 
headed thing to say, it seems we are one of the first relied on to provide support for others. On 
the other hand it is a very rare thing indeed for the church to support the ministry of an 
international prophet and free them up to do more international ministry without that person being 
a senior pastor. If they are a senior pastor they have to wrestle with trying to hold a dual focus; 
one of those is guaranteed to suffer. 
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6.  Perspective 
Big picture rather than small 

The international prophet needs a view of the big picture. It is not a picture of how a local church 
can effect or change the suburb it is in. The later normally just means what are the latest 
programs going around that work, what visiting speakers are available, and how can we best 
allocate the available human resources? The big picture for an international prophet concerns 
what are the influences on the cities and nation(s) under their care.  

Large effort for small impact 

These days I have the luxury of being free to saying -- Who Cares! I find most of those church 
programs boring anyway! Some are very clever, and some are good, but I often feel like it's just 
the same basics in yet another package. Unfortunately the reality is that most of them have only a 
minimal impact on the community. In fact most Pastors are happy if they have any impact at all. 
My usual response to these programs agrees with the writer of Hebrews - when he writes --- can 
we please move on to some more meaty issues? 

Small impact V's Large impact 

My perspective is that large numbers of people are actually dying in the worlds hot spots. I have 
witnessed time and time again, that international ministry can have a direct impact on a difficult 
situation. An international prophet is after large scale effect, and definite answers to prayer, that 
facilitate direct intervention in events; large impact, and occasionally small as well. This is why we 
feel frustrated when asked to spend hours organizing a basic study night for people, most of 
whom should have been teaching others long ago, and if few bother to turn up because they are 
too busy the frustration is compounded. 

  

7.  On the edge 

Many Prophets live on the edge of 2 worlds. They see themselves as gate keepers or go-
betweens. The international prophet is aware of the explosive nature that the message, power or 
actions may convey. Power is a scary thing to wield. It is one thing ponder the theory, quite 
another to feel the consequences of the real thing. A local pastor may nod in understanding, but 
he is just dreaming, and can not feel or understand the intensity or reality of this.  

Those that have to wield the prophetic word have to account for it too. The international prophet 
can often feel emotionally exhausted by this - wrung out, spent. The emotional issues Jeremiah 
was often dealing with reveal the intensity and inner struggle of this. I've heard it said that 
Jeremiah complained too much. But personally I think that discovering regular assassination plots 
against your self and being ignored when lives are at risk must be a little unnerving and more 
than enough justification for a few complaints. It also highlights the problem. For speaking God's 
truth Jeremiah's earthly reward was death threats and criticism by his contemporaries and today 
often being considered one of the original winging ‘poor-old-me’s.’ Of course to the Jews he is 
revered as a truly great prophet, and I agree. 

The international prophet often needs to discuss things – to talk them out – but when it is 
politically or security sensitive information, or it requires an hours background briefing before your 
explanation makes any sense, then the local guy who doesn't know how seriously to take you - is 
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the last person you want to talk to. Most pastors secretly think we are nuts and we know it, so it's 
no secret! So if you are smart, you cultivate a friend or two you can discuss it with.  

  

Final Comments  

International ministry is by nature not local. Prophets who do this stuff cannot concentrate long 
term on local ministry without their local focus suffering. It is of great concern to me that 
International types that don't have a call to start their own church, often feel pressured to be 
locally involved. This pressure is normally applied though suggestions that they are spending far 
too much time off doing their own thing and won't pull their weight. People can even start asking 
after your health, and are probably suggesting or thinking that you have gone a bit more weird 
than usual.  

Speaking seriously, having been a pastor for many years, I fully understand the pressures from 
both sides. This article is an attempt to explain the story from the side of the international prophet. 
It is an attempt to highlight some of the major differences that are rarely appreciated because 
they can not be explained briefly. I hope this 6 page explanation will help fill in some of the gaps. 
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